The ability to reproducibly load bioactive molecules into polymeric microspheres is a challenge. Traditional microsphere fabrication methods typically provide inhomogeneous release profiles and suffer from lack of batch to batch reproducibility, hindering their potential to up-scale and their translation to the clinic. This deficit in homogeneity is in part attributed to broad size distributions and variability in the morphology of particles. It is thus desirable to control morphology and size of non-loaded particles in the first instance, in preparation for obtaining desired release profiles of loaded particles in the later stage. This is achieved by identifying the key parameters involved in particle production and understanding how adapting these parameters affects the final characteristics of particles. In this study, electrospraying was presented as a promising technique for generating reproducible particles made of polycaprolactone, a biodegradable, FDA-approved polymer. Narrow size distributions were obtained by the control of electrospraying flow rate and polymer concentration, with average particle sizes ranging from 10 to 20 µm. Particles were shown to be spherical with a homogeneous embossed
Introduction
The use of polymeric particles has been of great interest in the biomedical field for the last 50 years, with a particular niche present in the field of drug delivery [1, 2] . Current technologies allow the production of biodegradable nano-and micro-sized materials able to encapsulate therapeutic molecules to be gradually released through diffusion and degradation in vivo. The motivation behind this process is the possibility to overcome the limitations faced in bolus delivery of molecules, especially proteins where the harsh in vivo environment can cause denaturation, shortening their half-life after delivery, and thus reducing action efficacy [3] . Polymeric particles are therefore presented as reservoir systems able to protect the proteins from their environment, enhancing their long-term biological activity. Ideally, these systems are also able to provide tailored release rates, required by certain therapies, by the control of particle morphology, size and polymeric matrix [4] . Importantly, such particles have the potential to minimize the propagation of drug payloads to non-targeted areas, limiting unwanted effects and allowing a site-specific delivery [1] [2] [3] 5] .
Several techniques have been presented in the literature for fabrication of polymeric nano-and microparticles, the most popular being based on emulsion techniques [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Molecules are dispersed or dissolved into a polymer solution and emulsified to form micro-droplets that are further dried after solvent removal [11] . However, the use of organic solvents, unless carefully controlled, is a drawback in many of these techniques since it can lead to denaturation of protein-based drugs during processing, increasing the variability in encapsulation efficiencies and loading capacities [6] . Secondly, the size distributions of particles fabricated by emulsion-based techniques tend to be inhomogeneous and broad, contributing to their lack of reproducibility, which in turn hinders their clinical use. Size distribution is a crucial parameter and it was shown that monodisperse size would enable a better control of release profiles and bioavailability of the loaded drug in the body [12, 13] . Particle morphology is also important since it affects the internalization by non-phagocytic cells and the degradation of the polymer matrix which, in turn, determines the release kinetics of the loaded component. Therefore, homogeneity of morphology is also an important consideration to ensure particles with reproducible characteristics are obtained.
Fabrication of polymer microparticles by electrospraying has the potential to overcome the limitations of emulsion-based techniques and to provide reproducibly loaded nano-and microparticles [14] . Electrospraying is a one-step technique which has potential to generate narrow size distributions of submicrometric particles, with limited agglomeration of particles and high yields [15] . The principles of electrospraying are based on the ability of an electric field to deform the interface of a liquid drop, established by Lord Rayleigh in 1882 [16] , further developed by Zeleny in 1917 [17] and Sir Taylor in 1964 [18] . The theory of charged droplets states that if an electrified field is applied to any droplet, the electric charge generates an electrostatic force inside the droplet, known as the Coulomb force, which competes with the cohesive force intrinsic to the droplet. When the applied Coulomb force is able to overcome the cohesive force of the droplet manifested in the surface tension, the droplet will undergo breakup into smaller droplets in the micro-to nano-scales. This phenomenon begins at the Taylor Cone, referring to the progressive shrinkage of the unstable, charged macro-droplet into a cone from which the smaller charged droplets will be ejected as soon as the surface tension is overcome by the Coulomb force. Rayleigh predicted a limit to determine the breakup of the droplet, called the Rayleigh limit, L R , expressed in Equation (1) . L R is a function of q the surface charge of the droplet, ε the permittivity of the surrounding medium, γ the surface tension of the liquid and R the radius of the droplet. The maximum surface charge of the droplet is given by Equation (2) . Based on these equations, monodisperse electrosprayed particles can be fabricated by using the appropriate parameters.
Electrospinning is based on the same principles of charged droplets involving the ejection of a nano-jet instead of droplets from the Taylor Cone. The difference between the electrospinning and electrospraying techniques lies in the chain entanglement density of the polymer solution [19] . Previous studies have demonstrated that a critical polymer concentration called c ov can dictate the behavior of electrospraying/electrospinning [20] . This critical concentration can be found for each type of polymer solution and represents the critical chain overlap concentration where entanglement begins to occur. In order to produce fibers, the polymer concentration, c, must be chosen such that a threshold ratio c/c ov is overcome. Therefore, at low chain entanglement density, electrospraying of droplets instead of electrospinning of fibers will occur at the Taylor Cone. The c/c ov ratio must be determined experimentally for each type of polymer, for example c/c ov for poly(methylmethacrylate) is between 3 and 10 depending on the molecular weight distribution of the polymer chains in solution [20] .
The electrospraying process is conceptually simple: a polymer solution is loaded into a syringe and infused at a constant rate using a syringe pump through a small but highly charged capillary (e.g., a 16-26 gauge needle). The applied voltage used is typically up to + or −30 kV and the collector might be placed at a 7 to 30 cm distance from the capillary. Once the droplets have detached from the Taylor cone, the solvent evaporates, generating dense and solid particles, propelled towards the collector. In the context of drug loading, the bioactive molecule is mixed to the polymer solution before electrospraying and can further be emulsified [21] . Some studies which have been undertaken include encapsulation of hydrophilic and hydrophobic model drugs [12] , model proteins [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , antibiotics [14, 26] and anti-cancer drugs [13] in polylactide (PLA) [12, 21] , poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) [24, 26] , polycaprolactone (PCL) [13, 24] and chitosan [14] .
During the electrospraying process, there are several parameters which all have an inter-dependent influence on viscosity, electrical conductivity, particle size, distribution, encapsulation efficiencies, loading capacities and in vitro release profiles [12, 14, 15, [21] [22] 24, 27] . These parameters include voltage, distance to collector, needle gauge, flow rate, polymer, drug, solvent, surfactant, protein/polymer ratio and organic/aqueous ratio. As a consequence, although electrospraying is a promising technique, the number of parameters to be used can render its optimization highly complex. The characteristics of electrosprayed particles are still not completely understood and it is important to proceed in a step-wise manner intended to understand the relationship between processing parameters and characteristics of electrosprayed microparticles before one progresses to the inclusion of highly fragile and expensive bioactive molecules. This study details the reproducibility of the process and identifies the key parameters responsible for particle size, distribution and morphology as a prelude to using the validated methodologies for the loading of a bioactive molecule.
Previous studies have correlated the effects of key variables of electrospraying [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Most of these studies are PLGA-based, which are well-known as the most common biodegradable and FDA-approved polymers in tissue engineering literature. However, in the context of drug delivery for orthopedic applications, a slower degrading polymer like polycaprolactone (PCL) should be considered. PCL is also FDA-approved and various drugs have been encapsulated in PCL microspheres and nanospheres [31, 32] . PCL is highly permeable to small drug molecules and degrades through its ester linkages. As compared to PLGA-based polymers, it also presents the advantage of a lesser acidic environment being generated during degradation [31] , however, only very few studies have investigated the production of electrosprayed PCL particles [33] [34] [35] . As aforementioned, the type of polymer will give different characteristics of electrosprayed particles and due to the complexity and inter-dependence of variables involved in the process, PLGA production parameters might not be translatable to PCL. The objective of this study was therefore to study the morphology and particle size obtained for non-loaded electrosprayed PCL microspheres and to ensure their reproducibility. Importantly, the toxicity of so-produced microspheres was assessed in order to ensure that no toxic residue remained after electrospraying. These are essential steps to be validated and understood before progressing to protein loading.
Experimental Section

Materials
Polycaprolactone (PCL), Mn = 50,000 kDa (Perstorp Ltd, UK-Capa® 6500C) was used to produce the microspheres. Ultra-pure chloroform (99.0-99.4%) from Merck, Germany was used to dissolve PCL. Different concentrations were prepared: 5, 7.5, 9 and 10 %w/v (i.e., for 10 %w/v, 10 g of PCL were dissolved in chloroform and made up to 100 mL total volume). The polymer solutions were magnetically stirred for 3 hours at room temperature to allow complete dissolution before electrospraying.
Microsphere Production
Figure 1(a) shows a typical schematic of the electrospraying setup used to produce the microspheres. Initially, the electrospraying parameters chosen in this work were based on previous studies on optimization of electrosprayed particles [15, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] 33, 36, 37] . Temperature and relative humidity ranged from 22 to 24 °C, and 44 to 49% respectively. Collectors were made of standard aluminum foils (20 × 20 cm 2 ). PCL solutions were loaded in a 2.5 mL glass syringe (Hamilton, USA) fitted with a 21 or 26-gauge stainless steel nozzle (Terumo, Japan and Becton Dickinson, USA). PCL solutions were extruded through the nozzle at a constant rate of either 0.2 or 0.5 mL/h using a syringe pump (WPI, USA). The tip-to-collector (TTC) distance was set to 15, 20 or 25 cm respectively. High-voltage was applied between the needle and collector ranging from 10 to 18 kV. After electrospraying, the collectors were placed under vacuum for a further 72 hours, to remove any chloroform residue from microspheres. The microspheres were then transferred into glass vials and further evacuated for storage. The different experimental parameters employed are summarized in Table 1 . The microspheres produced under each set of parameters are abbreviated as M, with a number referring to the condition type (a set of parameters). For example: for condition 1, the produced microspheres are M1-type. 
Physical Characterization
The morphology and microstructure of electrosprayed microspheres were characterized with a scanning electron microscope (FEI Quanta 200 SEM) operating at 10 kV. Micrographs were taken from low and high magnifications, in order to have overviews of batches and detailed morphology of microspheres respectively. Microspheres were imaged directly on the microscope slides used for particle size determination, or after collection from the aluminum foil. In the latter case, particles were carefully deposited on carbon sticky tape, previously mounted on aluminum stubs. Both microscope slides and stubs were gold sputtered (BIORAD SC-500 Sputter coater) for 75 s at 30 mA before imaging. In order to determine particle size of electrosprayed microspheres, a microscope glass slide was introduced in the electrospraying box and held in contact with the collector, in the center of the spraying zone for 5 minutes. The slide was then removed and analyzed by light microscopy (AxoVision, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Germany). In order to assess the reproducibility of electrospraying, 3 replicates of each condition were generated. Voltage was turned off between replicates. Particle size was assessed with Image J analysis software (NIH) based on the micrographs. The results were plotted as box plots and expressed in medians, with n = 100-1,000 for each replicate, whereas size distribution was shown for all values obtained per condition.
Electrosprayed particles (M3-type) and unprocessed pellets were characterized by differential scanning calorimetry (TA Instruments Q100 DSC) by scanning from 0 °C-110 °C-0 °C with a heating and cooling rate of 10 °C/min. The initial run was followed by a repeat run with the thermal history erased.
Biological Effect of Microspheres
The effect of electrosprayed microspheres on cells was assessed by two methods: the extraction method and direct contact method as per ISO 10993-12. The extraction method, also known as the elution method, required an extract from the material to be tested. The extract was placed on a DNA quantification was determined using CyQUANT® (Invitrogen) (n = 4). Results were expressed in normalized averages ±SE.
Results and Discussion
Physical Characterization
Morphology
Electrospraying resulted in either microspheres or flattened particles, both with textured surfaces. The spherical morphology was obtained only for high polymer concentrations (9 and 10 %w/v), while flattened morphology and coalescence between particles was observed for decreased polymer concentrations (5 and 7.5 %w/v) ( Figure 2 ). These results are in accordance with previous studies, where polymer concentration was often shown to be the most critical parameter in the morphology of electrosprayed particles [33] . 
The generation of electrosprayed particles is widely accepted to be controlled by two main mechanisms: solvent evaporation from droplets en route from the tip to the collector, and contemporaneous polymer diffusion during evaporation [28] . Rapid polymer diffusion does not necessarily lead to spherical particles but will ensure solid, dense particles. Both these mechanisms are dictated by the characteristics of the electrosprayed polymer solution itself, dependent on molecular weight and polymer concentration. For conditions 1 and 2 (Table 1) for instance, the polymer solutions are only 5 and 7.5 %w/v, respectively and lead to the flattened morphology shown in Figure 2 (a) and (b), rather than a spherical morphology, observed at higher polymer concentrations (9 and 10 %w/v) as shown in Figure 2 (c) and (d). The flattened morphology is even more pronounced for the 5 %w/v particles rather than the 7.5 %w/v particles, indicating that lower polymer concentration favors the formation of flat particles instead of spheres. These two cases are a direct consequence of incomplete solvent evaporation, since the solvent contents are higher for decreased polymer contents. The electrosprayed particles produced for these concentrations are still partially dissolved when they hit the collector and therefore not fully dried, leading to inhomogeneous semi-solid, flat particles that would further solidify after deposition.
Chain entanglements also are important to the physical properties of the particles produced. At low polymer concentrations, there are less entanglement possibilities for the polymer chains where the operating regime is known as the semidilute unentangled regime. In this state, the concentration is large enough for chains to overlap, but not sufficient to generate a significant degree of entanglement [20] . At higher concentrations, the same available hydrodynamic volume is occupied by more polymer chains, introducing chain entanglements. Gupta et al. defined the crossover of concentration from the semidilute unentangled to semidilute entangled regime as the critical entanglement concentration, c ent , which marks the distinct onset of significant chain entanglements in solution. Therefore in the semidilute unentangled regime: c ov < c < c ent , where c is the polymer concentration and c ov the critical chain overlap concentration [15, 20] . It is thus essential to use a polymer concentration >c ent to have the entangled regime.
Reproducibility of electrosprayed particles is a problem when working in the semidilute unentangled regime as the possibility of a distribution of polymer chains in the droplets could generate higher local concentrations in some droplets. This explains why some spherical particles are still shown from low concentration solutions, as seen in Figure 2(a) and (b) . In order to obtain reproducible, homogeneous, and solid particles, it is necessary to ensure complete solvent removal and to use polymer concentrations above c ent . This is equally important for producing spherical particles as it was shown that if the evaporating droplets present a sufficiently entangled network before they reach the Rayleigh limit, the resulting particles will remain monodispere and spherical, as the entangled network stabilizes the droplet against rupture, reducing the frequency of smaller offspring particles being emitted [28] . There are some scaling laws to determine c ent for each type of polymer solution, however it is most likely to be determined experimentally. In the case of PCL 50 kDa dissolved in chloroform, it can be deducted from this study that c ent is comprised between 7.5 and 10 %w/v, where 10 %w/v was sufficient to produce solid particles on the collector, ensuring homogeneity and sphericity of particles.
The texture observed for spherical particles was previously described as an 'embossing golf-ball structure of the colloidal surface' [35] . Another study on the effect of the solvent properties on electrosprayed polymer particles described how the morphology can be changed according to the type of solvent used and its concentration [15] . It was shown that solvents with boiling points >140 °C, like N,N-dimethylformamide 146 °C, or benzaldehyde 178 °C, would be able to generate smooth surfaces during electrospraying. Chloroform has a much lower boiling point of 61.2 °C, explaining the textured surface that was observed. Such texture was also seen in an even more pronounced way when electrospraying PCL with dichloromethane [33] , which boils at 40 °C, corroborating this theory. In the case of in vivo implantation, it is noted that the topographical complexity of a biomaterial is preferred for cell attachment since it generates an increased number of anchoring sites for cells [38] . As a consequence, from this point of view, chloroform can be considered as an adequate solvent to be used in electrospraying of particles to be used in vivo. Figure 3 illustrates that some of the electrosprayed microspheres presented a certain degree of concomitant fiber formation between the particles. This was shown to occur for the highest polymer concentration (10 %w/v) and was favored by lower rates (0.2 versus 0.5 mL/h), indicating that a higher concentration favored the formation of fibers. No differences in fiber formation were seen in the 10 to 18 kV voltage range while feed rate was clearly a determinant in that respect as seen in column 1 (0.2 mL/h) compared to column 3 (0.5 mL/h) of Figure 3 . Fibers were extremely thin, on the nanometer scale, acting as a discrete coating on top of the spheres. Such nanofibers were almost non-existent for the 0.5 mL/h generated microspheres, while they were more numerous on the 0.2 mL/h generated microspheres. 
Previously we described the importance of polymer concentration on morphology of electrosprayed particles, since it predicts the semidilute regime that would take place (entangled or unentangled). Here it can be seen that flow rate is also involved in the regime determination. In fact, by transforming the previous concentrations into polymer volume fractions φ, with φ ent the critical entanglement polymer volume fraction and φ ov the critical chain overlap polymer volume fraction, we can also introduce φ Ray , the polymer volume fraction in a droplet at the Rayleigh limit. It was shown by Almería et al. that for φ ov < φ Ray < φ ent in the semidilute unentangled regime, the polymer network can preserve some droplet integrity, but is not strong enough to preserve the particle from deforming via stretching during the fission process. Electrosprayed droplets are likely to undergo Coulomb fission during evaporation, because they shrink without losing charge, and thus are broken up into small, highly charged droplets, called offspring droplets [28] . When φ Ray > φ ent, the droplets are stabilized from such rupture, however when φ ov < φ Ray < φ ent, offspring droplets are ejected, extruding with them a thin charged fiber from the primary droplet, which will remain frozen in this state after evaporation. According to the results, it is likely to be the case for the 0.2 mL/h electrosprayed particles (columns 1-2 of Figure 3 ), inferring that φ Ray is decreasing with decreasing flow rate.
In Equation (3) where Q is the liquid flow rate (m 3 .s −1 ), I the current, ε air the permittivity of air, γ the surface tension of solution in ambient air, and d the initial droplet diameter, I/Q and d can be determined as a function of Q and the polymer solution properties [28] . According to our results we can infer that φ Ray will increase as Q increases, favoring the semidilute entangled regime where φ Ray > φ ent which generates fiber-free and spherical particles.
Particle Size
The microspheres produced for conditions 3 and 5-13 had narrow quasi-monodisperse size distributions with average diameters ranging from 10.64 to 17.80 µm (standard deviations (SD) ranging from 2.05 to 4.93) (Figure 4) . Electrospraying was shown to be reproducible for most conditions, with average particle sizes always comprised within a 3 µm difference. A short tip-to-collector (TTC) distance, however, did not ensure reproducibility with 15 cm being too close (condition 4). Distances of 20 cm and 25 cm led to better reproducibility, with a trend showing a slightly narrower size distribution when using a slower feed rate (0.2 mL/h instead of 0.5 mL/h), as shown by standard deviations from Figure 4 
(d).
In accordance with previous studies, the flow rate and polymer concentration were the main parameters to tune particle size, while gauge had non-significant effect on particle size as shown by M7 and M8 sizes in Figure 4 (21 G versus 26 G) . However, it was observed that the size distribution was slightly broader for the bigger gauge with SD = 2.40 for 26G (M7) and SD = 3.42 for the 21 G (M8) (i.d. = 0.241 mm and 0.495 mm, respectively). It is inferred from this result that a smaller gauge can produce a narrower size distribution. The polymer concentration impacts the surface tension of the solution, affecting particle size, as reported by Hartman et al. in the micro-dripping mode of electrospraying [39] and shown in Equations (4) and (5): (4) (5) where d is the droplet diameter (m), α is a constant, Q is the liquid flow rate (m 3 .s −1 ), ρ is the solution density, I is the current, ε 0 is the permittivity of vacuum, γ is the surface tension of solution in ambient air, and K is the liquid conductivity. These equations indicate that particle size increases with decreasing surface tension, thus implying decreased polymer content, and also increases for increasing flow rate. This is in accordance with the results of PCL microspheres where for similar spraying conditions (M3 and M7), the 9 %w/v solution led to an average diameter of 17. versus 16.8 µm (SD = 2.40) for the 10 %w/v solution. Although slight, this difference is statistically significant with p < 0.05 (t-test assuming equal variances, n > 100) and is due to the closeness of the solution concentrations (9 and 10 %w/v). However, for any drug release application, it must be noted that such a small size difference would likely not lead to dramatic differences in release profiles. Interestingly, although voltage is known to have very little effect on particle size in PLA based polymers [36] , we observed a significant effect from 10 kV to voltages ≥16 kV for PCL microspheres. At 16 and 18 kV, no significant differences in particle size were observed for each feed rate, as shown by the inset in Figure 5 , and as expected from the theory, particle size was only decreased at low feed rates (0.2 mL/h versus 0.5 mL/h). However, at 10 kV, particle size was significantly larger than at higher voltages, regardless of feed rates. It might be inferred that voltage has an influence on particle size, as shown by Equation (4) where particle size decreases with increasing current. The reason for this decrease is the presence of fibers as confirmed by the morphology images (Figure 3) . In fact, in Figures 3(a,b) and 3(c,d) , there is no significant increase in fiber formation for a decreased feed rate at a fixed voltage of 10 kV, and so there is no significant difference in particle size for that condition. However at 16 and 18 kV the number of fibers is increased when decreasing the feed rate and the particle size is decreased accordingly. Therefore it can be concluded that this decrease in particle size is not only due to the increased voltage, but it is due to fiber formation occurring for a combination of lower feed rates and higher voltages. This can be confirmed with Equation (3), where φ Ray is decreased for increased voltages and decreased feed rates, falling in the case where φ ov < φ Ray < φ ent and extruded particles are formed, instead of the ideal case where φ Ray > φ ent . As a consequence, the size of particles was reduced since a fraction of smaller offspring droplets were ejected from the initial droplet, drawing extruded fibers along. Using higher voltages are therefore to be used with care, and a sufficient high feed rate should be chosen to compensate the high voltage, for remaining in the regime where φ Ray > φ ent .
From the size distribution plots shown in Figure 4 (c), a bimodal character could be observed for some conditions, made up of a majority of primary droplets and a small percentage of smaller particles (less than 5%). These smaller droplets are offspring droplets caused by Coulomb fission [36, 39] . They are easily ejected from the primary droplet during shrinkage of droplets occurring during evaporation. The offspring phenomenon was emphasized for decreased polymer concentration contents as shown by M3-type microspheres compared to M7-type microspheres (9 and 10 %w/v respectively). This is likely due to decreased entanglement for decreased polymer contents, which favors the occurrence of offspring droplets. However, in this context, the frequency of offspring droplets is extremely low for most spraying conditions and thus would have no significant effect on release profiles in the case of drug loading.
Reproducibility of Electrospraying
To assess reproducibility of particle formation, condition 7 was used, 6 weeks apart. During this six week break the electrospraying setup was used by other researchers such that all the parameters had to be reset. The average particle size for the three runs at week zero was 16.82 µm (n = 330, SD = 2.40) (Figure 4) while the repeat at 6 weeks had average particle size of 16.16 µm (n = 289, SD = 3.98) with unchanged morphology. Apart from non-significant increase in size distribution, the two conditions were identified as identical.
The same reproducibility was not, however, observed for all conditions. For instance, conditions where flat particles were observed (conditions 1 and 2) intrinsically lacked reproducibility based on same-day repeats. These conditions reflected the semidilute unentangled regime where smaller offspring droplets were ejected and droplets were not fully dried.
For semidilute entangled regimes, shown for concentrations > 9 %w/v, more parameters will influence the reproducibility of electrospraying. For instance, a high TTC distance has to be ensured for complete solvent evaporation. If the TTC distance is too short, as in condition 4 (TTC = 15 cm), entangled but not fully dry particles are produced, leading to very broad size distributions as seen in Figure 4 (c). In this study, TTC distances of 20 and 25 cm were shown to be ideal in terms of reproducibility. The feed rates used were shown to generate reproducible samples either at 0.2 mL/h or 0.5 mL/h, with the formation of fibers observed for the lowest feed rate, when working at high polymer concentration (conditions 9, 11 and 13). Although not ideal in terms of final morphology of microspheres, these conditions were shown to be reproducible from one replicate to the next.
An interesting observation was that although the change in voltage did not affect reproducibility in particle size and distribution we did notice several collection points of particles at high voltage, variable for each run, whereas at low voltage the pattern reflected one collection point, circular and centered. This may be attributed to the stable micro-dripping mode at low voltage versus the multi-dripping mode at high voltage as observed previously [15, 40] . This may be an issue when the collector is a secondary scaffold, for example when making composite scaffolds.
To conclude, it must be understood that reproducibility can be achieved with electrospraying, but only for certain parameters intrinsic to each polymer solution. These parameters have to be determined and optimized first, so that the reproducibility of the process is ensured. The entanglement regime is the most important to start with and c > c ent has to be ensured to meet reproducibility while sufficiently high TTC distance is also important, to ensure full solvent evaporation.
Thermal Characterization
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used to ensure that chloroform and electrospraying process would not lower the crystallization of PCL, impacting on the characteristics of electrosprayed particles. The initial DSC run was followed by a repeat run with the thermal history erased in order to check the polymer itself. However, the study of the first run of each sample allowed assessing any eventual polymer discrepancies caused by the electrospraying process or contact with chloroform.
DSC results, presented in Figure 5 , show single melting peaks with a maximum melting temperature (T m ) of unprocessed PCL of 61.2 °C and a heat of melting (H m ) of 63.6 J/g, while T m = 58.9 °C and H m = 71.9 J/g for electrosprayed microspheres, translating respectively to 45.6% and 51.5% crystallinity (based on H m for 100% crystalline PCL of 139.5 J/g [41] ). T m is shown to be slightly decreased, inferring that smaller crystallites are formed during electrospraying. The degree of crystallinity of PCL after the second run, with the thermal history removed was shown to be 35.0% and 38.3% for unprocessed PCL and electrosprayed beads, respectively. These non-significant values confirm that no intrinsic changes were made to the polymer that went into contact with chloroform, and further electrosprayed. The use of chloroform to dissolve PCL can therefore be validated as an appropriate solvent for electrospraying PCL solutions. 
Biological Effect of Microspheres
Electrospraying remains a process that employs organic solvents. It is therefore important to ensure that these organic solvents are fully removed after process; otherwise the electrosprayed particles might be toxic to cells regardless of whether they comprise FDA-approved polymers. This is an important step which is often overlooked in many studies, where results are shown for loaded particles directly. However, when loading expensive growth factors, the risk of induced toxicity by other components is of concern. For this reason we tested the electrosprayed microspheres by a standard compatibility assay from the ISO 10993-12, called the elution or extract dilution assay, to ensure that no toxic residue is released. The microspheres were eluted into media for different times, which was then removed and seeded on a near-confluent monolayer of cells. If any chloroform residue, which is known to be highly toxic to cells, was extracted, the DNA quantification by the CyQUANT® assay was expected to be lower than the control. For the design of our experiment, we used 0.1 and 1 %w/v of extract and incubated it for 1 and 24 hours, to probe for entrapped chloroform. The results are presented in Figure 6 , which show no statistical difference between cells cultured with or without addition of extract solution in terms of DNA content, as stated by a two-way ANOVA analysis (p > 0.05). These preliminary results are a good indication that no chloroform is entrapped in electrosprayed beads, hence no adverse affect on the cells, and are in accordance with the DSC results above. However this study should be repeated for longer incubation times matching the whole course of PCL degradation. A direct contact assay from the same ISO 10993-12 was also performed to ensure that microspheres were physically compatible with cells. The microspheres were rinsed or left non-rinsed in media for different incubation times so that the effect of different conditions and times on cell viability could be assessed. Different concentrations of microspheres were used: 0.01% and 0.1 %w/v. It must be noted that such densities were extremely high relative to cell numbers and the study of cell morphology after contact with microspheres was not possible with microscopy since immersed microspheres would settle down on cells and completely cover them. However, after removal of microspheres, cell DNA contents were not lower than the controls for any of the condition tested and combinations (rinsed microspheres, non-rinsed microspheres, 1h incubation, 24 h incubation), showing that microspheres did not have any physical adverse effects on cells (Figure 7) , as determined by a two-way ANOVA analysis (p > 0.05).
The CyQUANT® assay applied to toxicity determination only allows DNA quantification compared to a control. However in future studies, metabolic assays such as AlamarBlue or 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) assays will give quantitative data regarding toxicity [42] . Subsequently, proliferative activity will be assessed with the CyQUANT® or PicoGreen assays ensuring that microspheres do not impair cell proliferation. Results are expressed in normalized averages ± standard errors (n = 4).
Conclusions
Electrospraying was shown to be a reproducible method for generating spherical PCL particles with narrow quasi-monodispere size distributions, with average sizes ranging from 10 to 20 µm, which could be tuned with electrospraying flow rate and polymer concentration. Control of particle morphology was shown to be tailored with these same variables by determining the polymer entanglement regime taking place in the course of electrospraying. In order to avoid fiber formation and offspring droplets, an increased polymer concentration must be coupled with an increased feed rate, ensuring electrospraying in the semidilute entangled regime, which leads to the formation of spherical, homogeneous and reproducible particles. Chloroform was shown to be an appropriate solvent for PCL particles, conferring a reproducible embossed texture to the electrosprayed microspheres, potentially beneficial for cell adherence. Chloroform did not act as a plasticizer in contact with PCL and was inferred to be fully removed after drying. Furthermore, electrosprayed microspheres showed no adverse effects on cell viability after 48 h exposure. In conclusion, this study has demonstrated precise control over polymer microsphere characteristics which may be used as a template for future microsphere-growth factor delivery systems. Incubation time of test solutions before exposure to cells (37 C) 
